Amount vs. Number / Fewer vs. Less / Further vs. Farther /
Lend vs. Borrow
Amount Vs. Number: “Amount” is used for mass nouns, and “number” is used
for count nouns. A mass noun is something that can’t be counted in specific
measurement units or is measured in bulk. A count noun is something that is easily
counted through some unit of measurement. For example, money is considered a mass
number when dealing with an aggregate amount. Time and liquids are said as count
nouns only when a specific measurement unit is used.
*Circle the word that correctly completes the sentence
The (amount/number) of critical steps is outlined in the chapter describing the process.
The (amount/number) of vegetation in the woods is astounding.
Fewer Vs. Less: Use fewer when referring to people or things in the plural (e.g.
People these days are buying fewer newspapers). Use less when referring to something
that can’t be counted or doesn’t have a plural form (e.g. It’s a better job, but they pay
less money).
I mistakenly thought people would send (fewer/less) emails over the weekend.
After the neighbors decided to throw a pizza on our roof, I had (fewer/less) respect for
them.
Further Vs. Farther: Further refers to an intangible or figurative distance or
extent. If referring to a physical distance, use farther. It’s easy to remember that farther
contains the word “far” in it, implying physical distance.
I want to (further/farther) my career by taking classes to get my Masters degree.
Addie drove a mile (further/father) than she needed to before she realized she was lost.
Lend Vs. Borrow: When someone lends something to someone, the lender
allows, gives, or grants permission to someone to use something on the condition
he/she returns it. When a person borrows something, the borrower obtains, gets, or
takes something with the expectation that the thing borrowed is returned to the lender.
The lender is the giver, and the borrower is the taker.
When Sarah and I grab lunch together, she often (lends/borrows) me money when I
forget my purse at home.
Kenny wants to (lend/borrow) money from me.

When to Use Who / Whom
Purpose: Many students become confused regarding when to use “who” or “whom” in
a sentence. This handout will explain the rules for deciding which one to use.
Rule 1: “Who” and “whoever” are subjects // “whom” and “whomever” are objects
Because the pronouns who and whoever are subjects, they can be replaced with other
subject pronouns such as he, she, or they in order to test if they are used correctly in a
sentence. Because the pronouns whom and whomever are objects, they can be
replaced with other object pronouns such as him, her, and them to test if they are used
correctly in a sentence.
Example: (Who, whom) is going to the store?
To test for the correct word, replace who with another subject pronoun: he
He is going to the store.
Example: You want (who, whom) to go to the store?
Replace whom with another object pronoun: him
You want him to go to the store?
Rule 2: Sometimes the order of the words in a sentence needs to be switched around in
order to test for “who” or “whom”
Examples: I am planning to invite those people (who, whom) the company has
honored.
Test for who: The company has honored they.
Test for whom: The company has honored them.
Whom is the correct answer
2) (Whoever, whomever) arrives first will win a prize
Test for whoever: She arrives first
Test for whomever: Her arrives
Whoever is the correct answer
3) The guests may bring (whoever, whomever) they wish.
Test for whoever: The guests may bring they.
Test for whomever: The guests may bring them.
Whomever is the correct answer

Misused Words

Further vs. Farther
You need to go further/farther than Platform 9 if you want to board the train to Hogwarts.
Fewer vs. Less
There are fewer/less Harry Potter books than movies.
Number vs. Amount
Only Hermione knows the number/amount of books in the Hogwarts library.
Who vs. Whom
Who/whom did Harry meet on his eleventh birthday?
Since vs. Because
Harry looks for the snitch since/because he is the Gryffidor Quidditch team's seeker.
Bring vs. Take
The students will bring/take their belongings when they leave Hogwarts for the summer.
Affect vs. Effect
Snape thought that James Potter had a negative affect/effect on Lily.
Nauseous vs. Nauseated
After taking the polyjuice potion, Harry felt nauseated/nauseous.
Subject-Pronoun and Subject-Verb Agreement
Subject-Pronoun disagreement:
The wizard asked the student to look up the answer in their spell book.
Subject-Verb disagreement:
Hermione, as well as all the other Gryffindor students, were excited when the
Quidditch team beat Slytherin.
Miscellaneous Tips
Using second person-you should not use "you" in formal papers unless you are
speaking directly to the reader or telling the reader what to do.

It's important that you read the Harry Potter books in order before you watch the movies.
OR
Diehard fans think that reading the Harry Potter books in order before watching any of
the movies is more enjoyable.

